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In this talk

• What is ML?

• Benefits & opportunities: 
ML supporting human 
creativity in music & 
beyond

• Challenges & caveats

• Summary + 3 invitations



Machine learning finds patterns in data



Machine learning can use patterns to make predictions

https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/weird-news/rockstar-cat-album-covers-are-internet-277569



ML can use patterns to generate new, similar content

https://github.com/aleju/cat-generator



Benefits and opportunities for 
ML in human creative work
Changing what we make, how we make it, and who can participate



Benefits & Opportunities

1. Making Sense of Data



ISMIR 2021 topics





Data acquisition 
Interpret / Map 

Easy
Difficult & annoying



Sensor/data capture

Control over sound 
synthesis, visuals, etc. 

ML algorithm 
builds model from 

examples

ML model for 
prediction

Wekinator (2008+)
Enables musicians to create new 
predictive ML models from examples



50,000 users
Better ability to work with motion & gesture data means more effective, satisfying, 
embodied approaches to designing musical instruments & interactive art

Wekinator since 2008





Benefits & Opportunities

1. Making Sense of Data

2. Leveraging patterns in data to support more powerful & 
intuitive data manipulation







Can generate new, realistic content 
from new points in latent space



OpenAI Jukebox
”Hot Tub Christmas” with AI Frank Sinatra

https://openai.com/blog/jukebox/

https://openai.com/blog/jukebox/






Can morph content by moving 
from one point to another 

through latent space



Google NSynth: https://experiments.withgoogle.com/ai/sound-maker/view/

https://experiments.withgoogle.com/ai/sound-maker/view/


MusicVAE: Interpolation of melodies or 
drum loops

https://magenta.tensorflow.org/music-vae

Also available in Magenta Studio as “Interpolate”

https://magenta.tensorflow.org/music-vae


Can find meaningful 
directions 

(transformations) in 
latent space



Adobe Neural Filters

https://helpx.adobe.com/photoshop/using/neural-filters-list-and-faq.html

https://helpx.adobe.com/photoshop/using/neural-filters-list-and-faq.html


Artbreeder



AniGAN

Li, Zhu, Wang et al. 2021 https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.12593

https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.12593


ToneTransfer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXBliLjImio&t=22s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXBliLjImio&t=22s


Benefits & Opportunities

1. Making Sense of Data

2. Leveraging patterns in data to support more powerful & 
intuitive data manipulation

3. Improving accessibility of creation for novices, 
nonprogrammers, others



Data captures expertise -> ML model -> Allow others to use that model



Data captures expertise -> ML model -> Allow others to use that model



Data captures your design ideas -> ML model -> Build those ideas

Parke-Wolfe, S., H. Scurto, & R. Fiebrink. “Sound Control: Supporting Custom Musical Interface Design for Children with Disabilities” NIME 2019

Sound Control



https://twitter.com/sharifshameem/status/1282676454690451457

Model captures natural language use -> Designer gives model examples of how to 
solve a new task (“few-shot learning”) -> User uses model to do that task

https://twitter.com/sharifshameem/status/1282676454690451457


Benefits & Opportunities

1. Making Sense of Data

2. Leveraging patterns in data to support more powerful & 
intuitive data manipulation

3. Improving accessibility of creation for novices, 
nonprogrammers, others

4. Enabling completely new forms of expressive work



Laetitia Sonami with Spring Spyre



Mario Klingemann: Mapping music -> face latent vectors

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6bo_mIOto0&t=22s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6bo_mIOto0&t=22s




Mario Klingemann: Mapping music -> face latent vectors

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6bo_mIOto0&t=22s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6bo_mIOto0&t=22s


Memo Akten: Learning to See

https://www.memo.tv/works/learning-to-see/
Akten, Fiebrink, and Grierson, SIGGRAPH Art Papers 2019 

https://www.memo.tv/works/learning-to-see/


Benefits & Opportunities

1. Making Sense of Data

2. Leveraging patterns in data to support more powerful & 
intuitive data manipulation

3. Improving accessibility of creation for novices, 
nonprogrammers, others

4. Enabling completely new forms of expressive work

5. Enabling new creative relationships between people and 
machines



“…in a way, you don’t want the 
instrument to perform like a well-
trained animal circus, you kind of 
want it to be a little wild, and you 
want to adapt to it somehow, like 
riding a bull... I think the machine 
learning allowed more of this…fun 
of exploring, instead of going ‘I 
have to have a result right away, 
this thing is going to do that,’ and 
then leaving it at that.”

– Laetitia Sonami



“This idea of control is misleading – it is 
impossible to predict what will come out 
…– I can guess but I cannot know. The 
errors and choices that are made when [I 
am] drawing are amplified and the GAN 
holds a mirror up to my own drawing and 
makes me realise things that I was not 
aware of: what I find the most important, 
what I always edit out”… 

“It is my work but also not my work –
recognisably me but nothing I would have 
been able to do by myself. Watching it is a 
very odd sensation like catching a 
glimpse of yourself in a mirror before 
you realise it is you.”

- Anna Ridler on Fall of the House of Usher

https://www.vam.ac.uk/blog/museum-life/guest-blog-post-fall-of-the-house-of-usher-datasets-and-decay



Improvising with 
“AI” can entail

• Freedom to “ventur[e] 
places” you might not go 
with a human collaborator, 
letting yourself be “led” by a 
wider variety of cues

• Playing without prejudice 
toward a collaborator

• A safe space in which you 
will not be judged

From Notto Thelle PhD work (in progress)



Challenges and Caveats
With some ideas about how to address them



Challenges and Caveats

1. Steering generative ML models can be hard





Adobe neural filters



CLIP
+

VQGAN











Use a second neural network to learn clusters of neurons that have related impact 
on a generated image, then adjust these together to perform image manipulations



Artworks commissioned for 5 singles in an EP by band 0171



Challenges and Caveats

1. Steering generative ML models can be hard

2. Big models & big data have big (bad) consequences



• Environmental costs
• 1 transformer = 5 cars?!
• 300,000x increase in computing 

resources needed, 2012-18
• Access to computing infrastructure
• Training data

• Representation & bias



Bias in big(ish) generative music models

• May capture many styles/genres 
of music in the same latent 
space

• Often use data scraped / 
available online
• Whose music is this? Whose music 

isn’t here?
• Data representations may impose 

further limitations (e.g., simple 
meter rather than triplets)



https://github.com/vigliensoni/R-VAE

R-VAE

• Construct a latent space + 
music generator from a very 
small dataset (e.g. dozens of 
examples) in a small set of 
genres/styles

• Use a data representation that 
allows for simple & compound 
meters

• Provide a performance 
interface for navigating a 2D 
representation of the latent 
space in realtime

Gabriel Vigliensoni

Vigliensoni et al. MUME 2020

https://github.com/vigliensoni/R-VAE




Challenges and Caveats

1. Steering generative ML models can be hard

2. Big models & big data have big (bad) consequences

3. We often think about ML in the wrong ways



Music generation

Musical analysis

Search

Recommendation

New musical instruments

Editing

ProductionLive performance

Visuals
Orchestration

Jamming

Rehearsing

Teaching & learning

Understanding listeners

DJing

DiscoveryRemixing

Copyright

Ideation

It’s not just about generation



https://twitter.com/QasimMunye/status/1278750809094750211/photo/1

ML isn’t intelligent

https://twitter.com/QasimMunye/status/1278750809094750211/photo/1




Challenges and Caveats

1. Steering generative ML models can be hard

2. Big models & big data have big (bad) consequences

3. We often think about ML in the wrong ways

4. Working with ML is harder than it needs to be



https://keras.io/examples/generative/dcgan_overriding_train_step/

https://keras.io/examples/generative/dcgan_overriding_train_step/




runwayml.com







Summary
And some invitations



Benefits & 
opportunities for ML 
in creative work

• ML can help us make sense of 
data

• ML can help us leverage patterns 
in data to support more powerful 
and intuitive data manipulation

• ML can improve accessibility of 
creation for novices, 
nonprogrammers, and others

• ML can enable completely new 
forms of expressive work

• ML can enable new creative 
relationships between people 
and machines



Challenges & Caveats

• Steering generative ML models can be 
hard

• Big models & big data have big (bad) 
consequences

• We often think about ML in the wrong 
ways
• Misplaced focus on autonomous 

generation, mistaking ML for intelligence

• Working with ML is harder than it 
needs to be

VQGAN+CLIP: “horse with many eyes”



Invitation #1: Try it out for yourself

RunwayML
Wekinator

Beginner-friendly resources

For expert programmers / mathy people

• All the MOOCs you could want
• Keras + colab tutorials (including audio)

mimicproject.com



Invitation #2: Tune in

NIME

Intelligent User Interfaces

Computational Creativity

Also: Import AI news digest: https://jack-clark.net/

https://jack-clark.net/


Critical & big-picture reading



Invitation #3: Think big

Audio

Hardware

Software

User 
experience

Product 
design

Business 
intelligence

Learning

Ethics

Environment

Participation

Inclusion

New forms 
of music

Developer 
experience

New 
interactions



Thanks!
@rebeccafiebrink

www.wekinator.org

soundcontrolsoftware.com

interactml.com


